THE MOTHER: A single giani can command a thousand fools to pray in the GuruDwar of the WaheGuru but a million granthis cannot lead a single murakh to meditate in the DasamDwar of the Aykaa Mayee. (October 31, 2021)

October 31, 2021

**GuruDwar**: Door [Dwar] to the Spiritual Guide [Guru] i.e., a gurdwara or external temple of the Guru;

**WaheGuru**: Wondrous Spiritual Guide;

**DasamDwar**: Tenth [Dasam] Door [Dwar] i.e., the Inner Door to the Temple or Kingdom of the Spiritual Guru within;

**giani** or **granthi**: Sikh priests;

**murakh**: Guru Nanak's term for a "fool";

**Aykaa Mayee**: The One Mother;

NOTE: I will do a detailed post on the subject of the DasamDwar which no Sikh, except those taking part in the Resurrection and meditating on “The Mother”, experience.

Yes, all Sikhs are completely in the dark about it for the last 500 years .... and counting. They have no idea what it is all about.

Sunshine and I have been experiencing the Cool Breeze flowing out of this Dasam Dwar for more than 20 years. So have others in the link below:

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=cool+breeze+shri+mataji